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Motivations
Unlike the frequent itemset in deterministic data has

a unique definition, the frequent itemset under
uncertain environments has two different definitions.
Most existing works focus on one of the definitions and
no comprehensive study is conducted to compare the
two different definitions. Thus, we hope to
1. Present a novel prototype system, UFIMT, for

mining frequent itemsets over uncertain databases.
2. Clarify the relationship of the two definitions of

frequent itemsets over uncertain data.
3. Provide uniform baseline implementations for the

existing representative algorithms for mining
frequent itemsets under uncertain databases.

4. Propose an objective and sufficient experimental
evaluation platform.

Basic Concepts
Definition 1 (Expected Support). Given an uncertain

database UDB which includes N transactions, and an
itemset X, the expected support of X is:

where pi(X) is the probability of the itemset X
appearing in the i-th transaction.

Definition 2 (Expected-Support-based Frequent
Itemset). Given an uncertain database UDB, and a
minimum expected support ratio, min_esup, an itemset
X is an expected support-based frequent itemset if and
only if esup(X) > N × min_esup.

Definition 3 (Frequent Probability). Given an
uncertain database UDB which includes N transactions,
a minimum support ratio min_sup, and an itemset X,
X’s frequent probability, denoted as Pr(X), is:

Definition 4 (Probabilistic Frequent Itemset). Given
an uncertain database UDB, a minimum support ratio
min_sup, and a probabilistic frequent threshold pft, an
itemset X is a probabilistic frequent itemset if X’s
frequent probability is larger than the probabilistic
frequent threshold, namely, Pr(X) > pft.

Figure 1. The System Architecture of UFIMT

Table 1. A Summary of Representative Algorithms in UFIMT
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Type Algorithms Highlights

Expected  Support–
based Frequent 

Algorithms

UApiori Apriori-based search strategy

UFP-growth UFP-tree index structure ;
Pattern growth search strategy

UH-Mine UH-struct index structure ;
Pattern growth search strategy

Exact Probabilistic 
Frequent Algorithms

DP Dynamic programming-based
exact algorithm

DC Divide-and-conquer-based
exact algorithm

Approximation
Probabilistic Frequent

Algorithms

PDUApiori Poisson-distribution-based
approximation algorithm

NDUApiori Normal-distribution-based
approximation algorithm

NDUH-Mine
Normal-distribution-based
approximation algorithm;
UH-struct index structure 

Architecture and Demonstration
The system architecture and a screenshot of UFIMT

is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Moreover, two
figures of experimental comparisons over UFIMT are
illustrated in Figure 3 and 4.

Figure 2. Length distribution of frequent itemsets vs. min_esup

Figure 3. Running Time vs. min_sup of Four Exact Probabilistic 
Frequent Algorithms in Accident Dataset

Figure 4. Running Time vs. pft of Four Approximation Probabilistic 
Frequent Algorithms in Kosarak Dataset
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